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What do you want Ofcom to keep confidential?:
Keep nothing confidential

If you want part of your response kept confidential, which parts?:

Ofcom may publish a response summary:
Yes

I confirm that I have read the declaration:
Yes

Ofcom should only publish this response after the consultation has ended:
You may publish my response on receipt

Additional comments:

Just a general response, rather than answers to specific questions below. Perhaps the shake-up should be more radical and require the Post Office to offer a price regulated ‘;Standard Class’; service which offers much the same standards currently provided by ‘;Second Class’; mail plus various optional add-ons such as ‘;Signed For’; deliveries - but with more monitoring to ensure that those standards are met and penalties if they are not - and allow the Post Office the commercial freedom to offer multiple ‘;Premier Class’; offerings, the prices, terms and conditions of which are determined more by market demand rather than price control.